Privacy statement (website)

Klimaatzaak vzw attaches great importance to the protection of personal data. In this privacy statement we therefore share some clear information about how we deal with personal data. We adhere to the relevant privacy legislation as far as possible.

In concrete terms, this means that we:

- limit requests for personal details to a minimum
- only process personal data in accordance with the purpose for which the user has provided it, which in the majority of cases will be as a co-claimant of the Klimaatzaak vzw lawsuit, or the financial support of this lawsuit
- cooperate with the external marketing and communication partner mentioned on this website (to register the data, carry out campaigns etc)
- have taken technical and organisational measures to guarantee the security of personal data
- will under no circumstances hand over personal data for commercial purposes
- store personal data on a server outside the EU (Canada), which the European Commission recognises as providing the appropriate levels of protection (more information: https://www.dataprotectionauthority.be/transfers-outside-the-eu-with-adequate-protection

Request for and processing of personal data

We request and process your personal data for:
- adding to the lawsuit: only after explicit request and permission
- sending electronic newsletters: only after explicit request and permission

For this we request the following personal details:
- first name, surname, address, occupation, date of birth (for adding as a co-claimant in the lawsuit) and mobile phone number (for electronic signature of the power of attorney, via SMS verification)
- email address (for electronic newsletters)

Retention period

Klimaatzaak vzw will delete all personal data provided by co-claimants no later than one year after the definitive end of the trial. The trial is considered to be definitively closed as soon as the time limit for lodging an appeal against the final judgment has expired.

Rights

Everyone has the right to view, correct or delete their personal data; this can be done by sending an email to sarah.tak@klimaatzaak.be.

Questions

Any questions about this privacy statement should be sent via email to sarah.tak@klimaatzaak.be.
Complaints

Any complaints about this privacy statement should be sent via email to sarah.tak@klimaatzaak.be. If the response from Klimaatzaak vzw is insufficient, you can lodge a complaint with the Privacy Commission. Contact details for the Privacy Commission can be found here: https://www.dataprotectionauthority.be

Changes to privacy statement

This privacy statement was prepared and published on 16 May 2018. Any changes to this statement will be communicated via the website www.klimaatzaak.eu